
The Human Voice





Voice & Guitar

Motor

Sound source (vibrates)

Resonator



The motor - guitar

What do you think the 

motor is on the guitar? 

What DRIVES the sound?



The motor - guitar

Fingers!

Fingers strum or pluck 
the strings, which 
causes them to 
vibrate and create 
sound waves



The motor - Breathing

What do you think 

the motor for the 

voice is?



The motor - Breathing

Breath!

When you breath in your vocal folds 

separate. When you breath out, the 

force of the air pushes the folds 

apart, but the faster air speed pulls 

them back together (Bernoulli 

effect). This repeats very quickly, 

and the fast vibrations cause sound.



The Bernoulli Effect



The Bernoulli Effect



Sound Source

What creates 
sound waves in 
a guitar?



Sound Source - Vibration

In a guitar, the strings vibrate and creates sound waves.

Video: Watch how the larger strings to the left create 
bigger waves, and the small strings to the right create 
smaller, tighter waves.



Sound Source - Vibration

In a guitar, the strings vibrate and 
creates sound waves.

Watch how the larger strings to 
the left create bigger waves, and 
the small strings to the right create 
smaller waves



The vocal folds vibrate and create vibrations in the air that travel to our ear as 
sound waves, and our brains interpret the waves as speech/singing



Sound Source - Vibration

uThe vocal folds vibrate and create vibrations in the 
air that travel to our ear as sound waves, and our 
brains interpret the waves as speech/singing

uFirst video: Watch how the girl’s vocal folds change 
length as her voice changes from low to high.

uSecond video: Notice the difference in size of the 
vocal folds of the high voice vs the low voice



Sound Source - Vibration





Resonance!!

What does it mean to resonate?

Video: An electric guitar doesn’t have any place to 
resonate. It still sounds good, but is very quiet and a 
little twangy compared to an acoustic guitar



Resonance!!



Resonance!!



Resonance!!

What do you think 
helps the voice 
resonate?



Resonance!!

Resonance in the voice is 
created by the vocal 
tract – nasal passages, 
mouth spaces, throat 
space



Resonance!!

How do you 
think our voices 
would sound if 
they DIDN’T 
resonate 
through the 
vocal tract?



Vowels

u Vowel creation – it’s about resonance
u When you use your tongue to make a space in the 

front of you mouth, the sound resonates in that 
space and sounds one way. 

u When you make a space in the back, the sound 
resonates there and makes a different sound.

u That’s vowels!



Vowels



What can the voice do?

High Notes

Arianna Grande 

Db7



What can the voice do?

How Low?

Russian Octavists

G1 



What can the voice do?

How Loud?
The loudest (verified) human scream was 129 dB (decibels) 
performed by Jill Drake, a teacher

In contrast, the average lawnmower is around 90 dB, a jet 
engine around 120 dB and a gunshot around 140 dB. Any 
exposure to decibel levels at or above 140 dB can cause 
immediate hearing damage.
Opera singers have to be able to be heard over orchestras, that 
are about 90-100 dB (we get some help from acoustics)



Vocal Health – Why is it important?






